
JUAN JOSÉ TELLO
LEFT-BACK



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME JUAN JOSÉ

DATE OF BIRTH 17/05/2002

NATIONALITY COLOMBIA

CLUB DEPORTIVO CALI

POSITION

HEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

LEFT-BACK

180CM

LEFT FOOTED

LAST NAME TELLO PERLAZA



LEAGUES

NATIONAL CUPS
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STATS IN COLOMBIA

84% 58% 60%

Passes /
Accurate

Dribbles /
successful

Tackles /
complete

53% 54% 78%

Offensive duels /
won

Defensive duels /
won

 Total actions /
complete
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

BUILD-UP PHASE

 It is easy for him to break the first
line of pressure through either his
driving or passing ability. He sees
a free space and attacks it. He is
an important player to build-up
from the back.

BIOTYPE

 He is strong and tall. His biotype
allows him to win ground
challenges. He protects the ball
well while driving it and in small-
sided situations. 

OFFENSIVE ARRIVAL

He frequently participates in
attack. He arrives well to connect
lateral crosses. He goes to the
end line by driving the ball near
the sideline in order to make
accurate deliveries toward his
teammates. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

SPEED

He is fast to both make
coverages in defense and goes
into space in attack. He
transitions into attack quickly in
order to break the defensive line. 

DYNAMISM

He shows up over the half field to
generate play. He is dynamic
enough to associate with his
teammates. He passes the ball
and then moves into space to
receive it again. 

DRIBBLING

He succeeds in 1v1 offensive
duels due to his drible capacity.
He uses some body feints to get
away from the marker. His
principal tool is his ability to make
inside and outside cuts while
driving the ball or being static. 



SOCIAL MEDIA

@J.TELLO18

https://www.instagram.com/j.tello18/

